LIST OF ATTORNEYS

DISCLAIMER: The U.S. Consulate General in Vladivostok, Russia, assumes no responsibility or liability for the professional ability or reputation of, or the quality of services provided by, the following persons or firms. Inclusion on this list is in no way an endorsement by the Department of State or the U.S. Consulate General in Vladivostok. Names are listed alphabetically, and the order in which they appear has no other significance. The information in the list on professional credentials, areas of expertise and language ability are provided directly by the lawyers; the Consulate is not in a position to vouch for such information. You may receive additional information about the individuals on the list by contacting the local bar association (or its equivalent) or the local licensing authorities.

This information sheet was revised in May 2017 and is subject to change without notice. If you notice any inaccuracies, please inform the consular section in the U.S. Consulate General in Vladivostok so that we can update this information.

U.S. Consulate General Vladivostok
32 Pushkinskaya St.
Vladivostok, Russia
Tel: (423)230-0070
Fax: (423)230-0091
Email: vladcons@state.gov

U.S. Consulate General Vladivostok’s Consular District covers: Amurskaya Oblast, Chukotka Autonomous Okrug, Jewish Autonomous Oblast, Kamchatskiy Kray, Khabarovskiy Kray, Magadanskaya Oblast, Primorsky Kray, Sakhalinskaya Oblast, Yakutia (Sakha) Republic

You may also wish to review the Attorney’s List for the Moscow Consular District, as some Moscow law firms may have country-wide coverage/expertise.
VLADIVOSTOK

Deyeva Svetlana Nikolayevna
Belyantsev & Partners
Address: Vladivostok, 42 Partizanskiy prospect
Tel: (423)245-9997
Fax: (423)242-4971
Email: belansv@vladivostok.ru
http://www.lawfirmdv.com
Specialty: Civil Law, Commercial/ Business Law, Collections, Contracts, Transportation Law, Aeronautical/Maritime, Estates, Taxes, Marriage/Divorce.

Etalon
Address: Vladivostok, 29a Fokina St
Tel: (423)230-2630
Email: rossbossep@gmail.com
Speciality: International Law, Corporations, Family Law.

Kuzminykh Aleksandr Nikolayevich
Pacific Law Agency
Address: Vladivostok, 8 Pushkinskaya St.
Tel: (423)220-8888
Fax: (423)222-4143
Email: plco-hq@mail.vlad.ru
http://www.plco.ru

Krupin Aleksey Olegovich
Pacific Law Agency
Address: Vladivostok, 8 Pushkinskaya St.
Tel: (423)220-8888
Fax: (423)222-4143
Email: plco-hq@mail.vlad.ru
http://www.plco.ru
Specialty: Foreign Investments, Contracts, Commercial/Business Law, Banking/Financial, Civil Law, Collections, Corporations, Aeronautical/Maritime.

Lyakhov Dmitriy Aleksandrovich
Russin & Vecchi, L.L.C.
Address: Vladivostok, 6v Sukhanova St., Office # 1
Tel: (423)243-2300, 243-3033
Fax: (423)243-2366
Email: russin@vladivostok.ru
http://www.russinvecchi.com
Norina Anzhela Gennadyevna
Norina & Partners Co., Ltd
Address: Vladivostok, 2 Petra Velikogo St.
Tel: (423)230-0031
Fax: (423)220-7567
Email: norinaandpartners@norinapartners.ru

Natalia G. Prisekina, LL.M., Ph.D. in Law
Senior Partner
Russin & Vecchi, LLC
International Legal Counsellors
Address: Vladivostok, 6v Sukhanova St., Office # 1
Tel: (423)243-2300, 243-3033
Fax: (423)243-2366
Mob.: +7 (924) 7300-669
Email: vladivostok@russin-vecchi.ru
http://www.russinvecchi.com
Specialty: Foreign Investments, Commercial/Business Law, Marketing Agreements, Civil Law, Contracts, Aeronautical/Maritime, Foreign Claims, Estates, Immigration, Government Relations.

Subocheva Viktoria Valeryevna
Russin & Vecchi, L.L.C.
Address: Vladivostok, 6v Sukhanov St., Office # 1
Tel: (423)243-3033, 243-2300
Fax: (423)243-2366
Email: russin@vladivostok.ru
http://www.russinvecchi.com

Suleymanov Renat Ildarovich
Pacific Law Agency
Address: Vladivostok, 8 Pushkinskaya St.
Tel: (423)220-8888
Fax: (423)222-1398
Email: plco-hq@mail.vlad.ru; pla@plco.ru
http://www.plco.ru
Specialty: Foreign Investments, Contracts, Transportation Law, Civil Law, Corporations, Commercial Law, Marketing Agreements, Patents/Trademarks/Copyrights, Estates.
YUZHNO-SAKHALINSK

Danilov Andrey Viktorovich
Russin & Vecchi, L.L.C.
Address: Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk, 6 Antona Buyukly St. office 401/2
Tel: (4242)-22-2149/50
Fax:(4242)-22-2239
Email: russinvecchi@snc.ru
http://www.russinvecchi.com

Sachnev Stanislav Yuryevich
Russin & Vecchi, L.L.C.
Address: Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk, 6 Antona Buyukly St. office 401/2
Tel: (4242)-22-2149/50
Fax:(4242)-22-2239
Email: russinvecchi@snc.ru
http://www.russinvecchi.com
Specialty: Civil Law, Commercial/Business Law, Foreign Investments, Marketing Agreements, Contracts, Labor Law, Immigration, Government Relations.